Unit C: Maintaining the Fruit
and Nut Tree
Lesson 4: Pruning Small Fruits
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Terms
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Biennial
Cordons
Floricanes
Four Arm Kniffin System
Overhead arbor
Primocanes
Vertical trellis
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I. There are many good reasons to
prune small fruit crops regularly.
A. Brambles are plants with a biennial
growth habit which means that canes
are produced in one year (called
primocanes), overwinter, and then
flower and fruit in the second year
(then called floricanes).
B. Increasing the plant's efficient use of
sunlight and improving the air
circulation around the plant parts are
other important reasons.
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C. Removal of broken, dead, and
diseased canes aids in
preventing disease problems
from occurring or spreading.
D. A properly pruned and
maintained small fruit planting
will not only bear a better
quality, more consistent crop,
but will do so for a longer
period of time.
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II. For grapes to be most productive, they
must be trained to a definite system and
pruned rather severely.
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A. Training during the first season mainly
involves selecting a single new shoot to
grow upward to the trellis wire.
1. Support the shoot with twine or
bamboo.
2. Allow it to grow several inches beyond
the trellis wire, and then cut 10 to 15
centimeters below it.
3. Select one shoot growing each direction
along the wire, and remove all others.
4. In only one or two seasons, cordons
(arms) will be fully developed on the
trellis wire.
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B. The two most common training methods are
the vertical trellis and the overhead arbor.
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C. Both of these are satisfactory in the home

planting if kept well-pruned.

1. Of the many variations of the vertical trellis,
the single-trunk, Four Arm Kniffin System
is the most popular.
a. Posts are set 4.5 to 6 meters apart and extend 1.5
meters above the ground.
b. Two wires are stretched between the posts, the
lower being about 76 centimeters above the
ground and the upper, at the top of the posts.
c. The vine is set between the posts and trained to a
single trunk with four semi-permanent arms, each
cut back to 15 to 25 centimeters in length.
d. One arm is trained in each direction on the lower
wire.
e. The two-wire trellis increases yields by 30 to 35
percent, but it also increases disease problems.
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D. During annual winter pruning, one cane
is saved from those that grew from
near the base of each arm the previous
summer.
1. This cane is cut back to about ten buds.
2. The fruit in the coming season is borne
on shoots developing from those buds.
3. Select another cane from each arm,
preferably one that grew near the trunk,
and cut it back to a short stub having
two buds.
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E. This is a renewal spur.
1. It should grow vigorously in the
spring and be the new fruiting cane
selected the following winter.
2. All other growth on the vine should
be removed.
3. This leaves four fruiting canes, one on
each arm, with eight to ten buds each,
and four renewal spurs, one on each
arm, cut back to two buds each.
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F. The same training and pruning
techniques may be effectively used
in training grapes to the arbor
system.
1. The only difference is that the wires
supporting the arms are placed
overhead and parallel with each
other instead of in a horizontal
position.
2. Overhead wires are usually placed
1.8 to 2.1 meters above the ground.
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G. If an arm dies, or for any reason
needs to be replaced, choose the
largest cane that has grown from
the trunk near the base of the dead
arm and train it to the trellis wire.
1. To renew the trunk, train a strong
shoot from the base of the old trunk
to the trellis as though it were the
cane of a new vine.
2. Establish the arms in the same
manner as for a new vine, and cut off
the old trunk.
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H. Pruning may be done anytime after the
vines become dormant.
1. In areas where there is danger of winter
injury, pruning may be delayed until early
spring.
2. Grapes require severe annual pruning early
each spring to remain productive.
3. Grapes flower and produce fruit only on
one-year-old canes.
4. The most productive wood is on the 6 to 8
buds closest to the base of the cane.
5. Canes with moderate vigor and about the
diameter of a pencil are most productive.
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III.

Brambles include various forms
and cultivars of raspberries and
blackberries.
A. There are basically three kinds of
blackberries: erect, semi-erect,
and trailing.
1. Most erect blackberries have
thorns, and most semi-erect and
non-erect are thornless.
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B. There are three kinds of raspberries; black,
purple, and red.
1. Yellow raspberries are handled the same as reds.
2. The vast majority of raspberries possess thorns.
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C. The brambles are perennial in that
new canes are produced each year.
1. The canes themselves, however, are
biennial in nature in that canes grow
vegetatively one year (primocanes)
and bear fruit and die the following
year (floricanes).
2. The only exception to this rule applies
to primocane bearing raspberries
such as 'Heritage', whose canes grow
and bear fruit the same year.
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D. Brambles require careful pruning if
consistently high yields are to be
obtained.
E. All brambles need to be confined to
a narrow in row width of about 30
cm.
1. Suckers that develop between rows
should be cut off during the summer.
2. If the rows get too wide the inner
plants will not receive enough sunlight
and harvesting will become difficult.
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F. Pruning erect blackberries
1. After planting in spring, the erect blackberries do
not produce an erect hedgerow the first season,
but rather relatively small, semi-erect plants.
2. The next year, these small plants will fruit and the
new primocanes will be erect.
3. During the second year the canes should be
pruned down to a height of about 1 meter to
stiffen the canes and produce lateral shoots.
a. Primocanes formed in later years should be pruned the
same.
b. During the following late winter or early spring, remove
weak or diseased canes.
i. Weak canes are typically less than 1.5 cm in diameter.
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4. The most recent summer’s primocanes

should be thinned to about 1 every 4
cm.

a. Shorten the laterals to lengths of about 30
to 38 cm.

5. Remove the floricanes anytime after
fruiting but before the following spring.
6. Training thorned erect blackberries to a
trellis is usually not necessary, but a
trellis about 1.2 meters high may be
helpful under circumstances of high
vigor, high winds, and/or heavy fruit load.
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G. Pruning semi-erect and trailing
blackberries
1. Because of their growing habit,
these blackberries should be
trellised.
2. A one or two wire system similar
to that of a grape trellis can be
used.
a. The wires should be about 1 to 2
meters off the ground depending
on the cultivar.
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3. The most common training systems are the

fan system and arm system.

a. The fan system entails tying the canes to a trellis
in a fan like pattern.
i. During the summer the primocanes are
clipped 15-25 centimeters above the top
wire which causes lateral branch
development.
ii. In early spring select 8 to 10 strong canes
and tie them to the trellis.
iii. Remove lateral branches on the lower part
of the cane as these will sag to the ground
when full of fruit.
iv. Trim the upper laterals to about 45 to 70
centimeters.
v. After fruiting remove the floricanes.
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b. The arm system closely
resembles that of the Four
Arm Kniffin System for grapes.
i. Canes are tied to either side
of both the top and bottom
wires and are tipped when
they begin to grow into
neighboring plants.
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H. Black and purple raspberries
1. Pruning of raspberries is very similar to
blackberries with some minor changes for
some cultivars.
a. In the summer, tip the new shoots to 76 to 100
centimeters if they are on a trellis, otherwise
60-76 centimeters if not grown on a trellis.
b. The following spring, shorten the side branches
to 17 centimeters for black raspberries and 30
centimeters for purple or red raspberries
c. As with most brambles, remove the old canes
after fruiting.
e. During dormancy, thin the canes to about 6 to
8 per plant.
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2.

Black and purple
raspberries propagate
themselves easily by tip
layering which can be
beneficial if new plants are
desired.
a. Lack of pruning can result in
an overcrowded patch.
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Review/Summary
Why is pruning small fruits
important?
2. What are some methods of
pruning and training grapes?
3. What are some methods of
pruning and training brambles?
1.
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